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It is hard to believe that this will be the 10th Vertikal 
Days and hard to have imagined back in 2007 that it 
would have developed into one of Europe’s leading 
crane, telehandler and aerial work platform events. 
This year the range of companies and equipment on 
show is better than ever. Joining the many regular 
exhibitors are a large number of newcomers, with a 
strong increase in suppliers of ancillary products and 
services - everything from tyres and replacement parts 
to finance, electronics and insurance.
This event is one of the best 
opportunities to meet people with 
a common interest, whether they 
are exhibiting or simply visiting. 
It provides the chance to make 
new contacts, see old friends and 
form mutually beneficial business 
relationships. To this end there 
are ample opportunities to be 
sociable and network with others, 
from the bustling Marketplace 
and lunch-time catering pavilion 
to chatting in the aisles.

Attend a seminar
Throughout the event there will be 
a number of short seminars and 
meetings - short because there are 
so many exhibits to see. Details 
can be found later in the guide. This 
year, racing driver Nicolas Hamilton 
will host the UK’s fourth annual 
‘Stars of the Future’ apprentice 
awards. Hamilton will talk about 
how he battled his cerebral palsy 
to become a successful driver, 
against all the odds. The awards - 
organised by the CPA - recognises 
talented youngsters on apprentice 
schemes from colleges across the 
UK. These students are the future 
of the industry and this is a chance 
to acknowledge those that really 
stand out from the crowd, through 
endeavour and hard work. Almost 
900 entered in 2015.

years on 

of companies from electronics 
and software suppliers to training 
companies, safety equipment and 
replacement parts providers etc. 
When it’s time for lunch head to the 
catering pavilion to sample Barry’s 
famous free-range hog roast, or 
if you prefer the barbecue and a 
sandwich in the adjacent lawn area.

10  

Venue: 
Haydock Park, Newton-le-Willows,  
WA12 0HQ, off junction 23 of the M6
Show dates and times: 
Wednesday 15th June: 10.00-17.30 
Thursday 16th June: 10.00-16.30
Coffee, tea and snacks served in the 
Marketplace all day.
Lunch is served in the Catering  
Pavilion or Barbecue/Sandwich arena: 
12:30-14:30
Networking Event: (tickets required)
Wednesday 15th June: 19.00-23.00
How to Register:
•��Pre-register�online�and�print�out� 

 your badge
•�Bring�along�a�completed�invitation 
  and swap for a badge, Or just turn 

up with a business card and swap  
it for a badge.

Practical details

vegetarian option or two, salads and 
a cheese bar as well as a freshly 
made sandwich or baguette at the 
sandwich kiosk. 

Evening event
Wednesday evening is the annual 
Vertikal networking event. This year 
sees further tweaks to the event, 
which started in 2007 as a simple 
evening meal with entertainment for 
150 exhibitor staff. Tickets will be 
supplied to exhibitors first, with any 
additional tickets offered on a first 
come, first served basis to those 
who want them. You can put your 
name on the waiting list by emailing 
pt@vertikal.net.

Don’t forget the 
Marketplace

If you fancy a break from walking 
the aisles, stop and grab a coffee 
and snack in the Marketplace café, 
where you can see a whole range 

Catering
Vertikal Days is unique in that 
visitors really do get a ‘free lunch’. 
Caterer Barry Miles is back and 
will be roasting 16 free-range, large 
white porkers from Bovingdon, 
Hertfordshire, barbecuing more than 
a thousand sausages from the same 
supplier and several thousand beef 
burgers. Once again there will be a 

Lunch menu Miles’ famous hog roastBarbecue stall with burgers and sausages
Vegetable lasagneSalad selectionCheese board including  Spierings’ Cornish GoudaFruit basket Sandwich/baguette bar for those in a hurry
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A-Plant/Eve: Stand 504 

A-Plant, the general, telehandler, 
access rental company is the 
official sponsor of Vertikal Days 
this year, supplying all the fencing, 
generators and electrics. The 
company will show a cross-section 
of new equipment from its specialist 
divisions, including Eve and FLG. 

Access Industries: Stand 112

See Multitel Pagliero

Access Sales International: 
Stand 401

ASI will display the new 28.5 metre 
ruthmann TU285 and the 48 metre 
T480, however the star of its stand 
will be the ground breaking 51 
metre T510 on a two axle chassis. 
Launched at Bauma the machine is 
the highest truck lift on two axles 
and offers 33 metres of outreach.

AD Astra Equipment Sales: 
Stand 401

See Access Sales International

Aerial & Handling Services: 
Stand 106a

The Airo distributor for the UK will 
have its X12EN and X14EW scissor 
lifts on display, as well as the A12JE 
and A15JrTD booms, plus the 
Airo Spiderlift r17DC. It will also 
show its new secondary guarding 
system designed for scissor lifts 
called S.A.F.E (Self Adjustment 
From Entrapment) and it will be 
unveiled in public for the first time 

at Vertikal Days. The IPAV (Industrial 
Push Around Vertical) is also 
shown for the first time, which has 
a galvanised finish and integrated 
materials handling attachment. Also 
on display will be the deckrailXtra 
proprietary range of materials 
handling attachments.

Aerial Work Platforms:  
Stand 403a

See Russon Access

Affordable Access: Stand 101b

The UK distributor for Co.Me.T 
vehicle mounted lifts will share a 
stand with Mantis Access and show 
a Co.Me.T boom mounted on a 
Yanmar tracked chassis.

See Mantis Access

Airo: Stand 106a

See Aerial & Handling Services

AJ Access Platforms: Stand 203

AJ Access Platforms is the UK 
distributor for Holland Lift and will 
have two units on show - the 22 

metre battery electric HL-220 E12 
which is just 1.2 metres wide 
and offers a platform capacity of 
500kg, and the 34 metre Megastar 
HL 340. The HL 340 is the largest 
scissor lift available in the UK and 
has a 1,000kg platform capacity. 
Also on the AJ stand, look out 
for the 66ft JLG 660 SJC crawler 
mounted telescopic boom lift, with 
17.3 metres of outreach, 230kg 
platform capacity and 360 degrees 
continuous slew. 

Aldercote: Stand 306/7

See IAPS Group

Alfa Access Services:  
Stand MP20/21

Alfa Access Services is an 
independent service provider for 
the lifting industry and is the UK 
product support provider for Bravi 
and Denka. It specialises in service, 
repair, training, LOLEr inspections 
and bespoke installations as well as 
selling Gantic battery chargers and 
non-marking rubber tracks.

Alimak Hek: Stand 204

Alimak Hek will highlight the Alimak 
TCL tower crane elevator. Available 
for a range of tower types, it not 
only provides a lift for the operator, 
but can also be used for inspection 
with maintenance access and 
as a safe system of emergency 
recovery. Its mastclimber range will 
be represented by the new Hek MC 
450 with a deck length of 10 to 30 
metres for single and twin masts. 
The company’s hoist range will be 
represented by the new Alimak 
Scando 65/32 entry level heavy-
duty and medium sized passenger 
hoists and the Hek TPL 500 which 
can be used as a transport platform 

or materials hoist.

Almac: Stand 110/11
See Skyking

APS: Stand 306/7

See IAPS Group

ATN: Stand 310

ATN will exhibit the new 12 metre 
Piaf 12E mast boom with up to five 
metres of outreach, on the spot 
turning radius and a gradeability 
of 30 percent. Other machines on 
display include the Piaf 1200, the 
Piaf 660 mast-type lift and the 10 
metre Piaf 1000r tracked mast 
boom.

Access Equipment  
& Telehandlers

A-Plant is this year’s official rental sponsor

The new Ruthmann TU285 will  
be on the ASI stand Be sure to 

see Alimak’s 
TCL crane 

elevator

Avant Tecno: Stand 411a

See Central Platform Services

Big Astor: Stand 200a

In addition to the Pedestrian Tunnel 
which Big Astor has shown before 
at Vertikal Days, it will have four 
versions of its 
new compact, 
aluminium, 
ultra-light 
scissor lifts 
with working 
heights 
between 3.5 
and 4.65 
metres. 
The Scissor 
People Lift 
is a versatile 
new model 
which will be 
demonstrated.

Bizzocchi: Stand 303

See CTE

Bluelift: Stand 107a
See HLS 

Böcker: Stand 108/9

See Kranlyft

Bronto Skylift: Stand 100

Look out for Bronto’s new 70 
metre S70Xr on a 32 tonne four 
axle chassis which has an overall 
length of less than 12 metres. Also 

ATN Piaf 12E

Big 
Astor’s 
Scissor 
People 
Lift

Bronto’s  
S70XR

Aerial and 
Handling 
Services 

will show its 
new S.A.F.E 

secondary 
guarding  

system for the 
first time  

anywhere

The UK’s 
largest 
scissor lift, 
the HL 340





the S44XDT mounted on a Volvo 
18 tonne GVW chassis and the 56 
metre S56Xr - owned by Palmer & 
Co Cleaning of Glasgow - with 39 
metres of outreach.

Cautrac: Stand 208

See Versalift

Central Platform Services: 
Stand 411a

CPS will show the latest Leguan 
spider lifts including the 16.5 metre 
L165, a significantly updated version 
of the L160 with 1.5 metres more 
outreach and the 13.5 metre L135 
Leguan on a skid steer wheeled 
chassis. It weighs just 1,800kg and 
offers seven metres of outreach. 
The company hopes to have one of 
the special Dino trailer lifts sold to 
the UK army on the stand.

CLM Construction Supplies: 
Stand 404

CLM will show all three versions 
of the Lockhard Alulift ‘powered’ 
aluminium scaffold tower. The 
battery powered rack and pinion 
platform ends the need to climb the 
tower or use a ladder and eliminates 
the need for intermediate platforms. 
This ingenious concept has to be 
seen to be believed and will be 
demonstrated throughout Vertikal 
Days. 

CMC: Stand 300

See Ranger Equipment

Co.Me.T: Stand 101b

See Affordable Access

Collé Rental & Sales:  
Stand 102a

Collé rental & Sales - with branches 
in Benelux and Germany - is an 
importer/dealer for Magni, Manitou, 
Palfinger, HAB, Aichi, Genie and 
ATN. The company will highlight 

models from the HAB 
heavy duty scissor 
lift range, and its 
new Hy-brid lifts. It 
will also promote its 
substantial rental fleet 
which includes large 
truck mounted lifts to 
103 metres, specialist 
spider lifts, 360 degree 

and heavy duty telehandlers. It will 
also promote its re-rent formula 
and the company is also expecting 
to make a major announcement in 
the low level access market.

Cormidi: Stand 312

The unique Cormidi tracked 
machines can be used as either a 
fully integrated aerial work platform 
with underbridge capability or as a 
spider crane. 

See GGR

CPL: Stand 407

CPL will have a selection of 
equipment on its stand, including 
the 14 metre Isuzu pick-up mounted 
Socage A314 4x4, and will use 
the show to launch the new Klubb 
range of van mounted lifts in the UK, 
alongside products from Easylift, 
Imer and Terex Utilities.

CTE: Stand 303

CTE will show its popular 21 
metre articulated Zed21.2JHV, its 
new Smart Stability S3 variable 
outrigger set up system, which 
automatically adjusts the capacity 
and lifting envelope to match the 
unit’s footprint. The company’s 
line of straight telescopics will 
be represented by the new 17 
metre B-Lift17E, and will be 
accompanied by a brand new 
CTE B-Lift27, straight telescopic 
boom configuration on a 3.5 tonne 
chassis.

You will see the Leguan L165 
wheeled lift on the CPS stand

CPL will launch the new  
Klubb van mounted lifts
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On display will be the low level 
Hybrid scissor lifts, in both push 
around and self-propelled versions 
- check the updated 1230, a strong 
alternative to the 12ft mast-type 
lifts, with no mast to obstruct, and 
a larger platform. The company also 
employs a unique dual wheel set up 
on the front axle to eliminate ‘carpet 
rucking’.

Dingli: Stand 103

China’s leading manufacturer of 
aerial work platforms will show a 
number of its electric slab scissor 
lifts, including the JCPT0807DC, 
1008DC, 1412DC and 1612DC as 
well as the new ultra-compact 
13ft 0607DC indoor/outdoor model 
which is making its UK debut. 
Completing the line-up is the 11.2 
metre AMWP11.5-8100 mast boom 
with automatic pot hole protection 
and an overall width of one metre.

Dinolift: Stand 411

Dinolift will use Vertikal Days as the 
UK debut for its new 55ft 220XSE 
heavy-duty self-propelled boom lift, 
with its dual-purpose combination 
of work platform and remote 
controlled telehandler with a lifting 
capacity of 
500kg. It will 
also debut 
two trailer 
mounted 
lifts - the 16 
metre 160XTII 
and the 12 metre 
120TB straight 
telescopic - and a new 
battery powered version 
of its 120T with 7.9 
metres of outreach and 
120kg platform capacity. 
Other highlights include the 
company’s new built-in 

secondary guarding system and a 
wide range of material racks and 
attachments. 

Easylift: Stand 407/110

See CPL and Skyking

Falcon: Stand 402

See TCA Lift

Faraone: Stand 308

Faraone Spa will demonstrate 
models from its Elevah range of 
ultra-compact and lightweight low-
level work platforms.

Gehl: Stand 205

See Manitou

Genie: Stand 608

Genie will be celebrating its 50th 
anniversary at Vertikal Days with 
four new products, the 60ft Genie 
Z-60/37 FE hybrid articulated boom 
with direct electric four wheel drive, 
the recently announced hi-capacity 
version of its 45ft Z-45/25J rT 
articulated boom lift the Z-45/25XC, 
and a redesigned version of its 12ft 
GrC-12a, mast-type lift unveiled at 
Bauma. From its telehandler line is 
the new three tonne/seven metre 
GTH-3007 compact telehandler. 

Genius: Stand 200a

See Big Astor

GSR: Stand 104

The big news from truck mounted 
lift manufacturer GSr is the launch 
of its new UK direct sale operation. 
On the stand will be the new 20 

Dingli’s  
1612DC  
scissor lift  
will be  
amongst a 
number of 
aerial work 
platforms

Dinolift’s 
new 120TB 

is making its 
debut.

The new Genie Z60/37  
is available in battery electric 
or Hybrid formats

GSR’s new 
B200PX

CTE’s new B-Lift17E

Faraone will 
show its 

lightweight 
work platforms

See the new Hy-brid lifts from 
Collé Rental & Sales.





GT’s heavy lift range
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metre B200PX articulated boom 
platform, with 300kg platform 
capacity. Its straight telescopic 
line will be represented by the 17 
metre E179T, alongside a 17 metre 
E170TJV mounted on an Iveco Daily 
chassis.

GT Lifting Solutions: Stand 102b

GT will have the world’s highest 
reaching telehandler on its stand, 
the 39 metre 360 degree Magni 
rTH 5.39S with its five tonne lift 
capacity. Also on stand will be 
heavy telehandlers from Magni and 
more 360s from Merlo. You should 
also ask about its contract lift 
services, specialist attachments and 
assistance with lift plans.

Haulotte: Stand 207

returning after a two year break, 
Haulotte will be exhibiting its 
‘best of’ and will have a wide 
range of new machines on display 
including the 46ft HA16rTJ-PrO 
articulated diesel boom featuring 
Haulotte’s secondary guarding 
system ActivShield Bar and its new 
ActivScreen on-board diagnostic 

tool. Checked out the latest version 
fitted to the company’s new mid 
range boom lifts. Also on display 
are the new Star 10 AC mast boom 
and the Optimum 8 AC 19ft electric 
scissor - both featuring direct drive 
AC motors and a basic version of 
the ActivScreen on-board  
diagnostics screen.

Hinowa: Stand 305

Vertikal Days is the first opportunity 
to see Hinowa’s new Lightlift 15.70 
Performance IIIS spider lift in the UK 
following its unveiling at Bauma. 
The fourth model in the range, it 
has an overall length of 4.02 metres 
with basket installed and an overall 
width of 740mm allowing it to pass 
though single doors. As with other 
models in the range it is available 
with a Lithium-Ion battery power 
pack for clean, quiet, emission-free 
operation. The 15.70’s working 
envelope includes 6.6 metres 
perfectly parallel outreach to a 
height of 10 metres.

HLS: Stand 107a

Height, Lift & Shift will be exhibiting 
one of the new Bluelift tracked 
access platforms, complete with 
Lithium power options, plus the 
Hugo lift push-around access 
platform.

Holland Lift: Stand 203

See AJ Access Platforms

Hugo: Stand 107a

See HLS

HY-Brid Access Platforms: 
Stand 403b

The UK distributor of low level 
access solutions, including Custom 
Equipment’s Hy-Brid range of push 
around and self-propelled lifts.

See Custom Equipment

IAPS Group: Stand 306/7

A key focus of the IAPS stand will 
be the new Aldercote van mounts 
which make their global debut at 
Vertikal Days. On the stand is the 
largest model, the 18 metre VZX185, 
which boasts an outreach of 10.3 
metres with automatic outreach 
optimisation based on the actual 

load in the platform at the time. The 
emergency lowering controls are 
now installed inside the van rather 
than on the roof. The group will also 
unveil a new IPS mobile parts stores 
with more floor space enabling each 
van to carry more lines.

IMA: Stand 308

See Faraone

Imer: Stand 407

Now represented in the UK by 
Cumberland Platforms 
Imer will use the 
show to launch its 
new range of direct 
drive ultra-narrow 
electric scissor 
lifts, the IM90 
range, with working 
heights from 6.3 to 
14 metres.

See CPL

Isoli: Stand 306/7

Isoli will be represented on the IAPS 
stand, and launch its new 19 metre 
PT 190J, telescopic truck mounted 
lift which boasts a three section 
boom and articulated jib, with a 
250kg platform capacity and simple 
direct hydraulic controls.

Haulotte’s new 46ft 
HA16RTJ-PRO

The new Lightlift 15.70 spider lift 
from Hinowa

IAPS will debut 
the new van 

mounted lifts 
from Aldercote

The new Isoli PT 190J

The new IM90 range  
will be launched at Vertikal Days.
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Iteco: Stand 407
See CPL

JCB: Stand 406

JCB’s stand will include several 
telehandlers including the  
560-80, 525-60, 540-140 and 
range topping 20 metre/four tonne 
540-200 along with a 6TFT site 
dumper and teletrucks. It will also 
highlight its new range of Man 
Platform integrated platforms for 
telehandlers on the new 540-140 
and the latest six tonne 560-80.

JLG: Stand 408/9

JLG hopes to have its new 150ft 
1500 AJP articulated super boom 
on show - a surprise unveiling 
at Bauma. If not it will have the 
world’s largest boom lift at the 
show, the 185ft 1850AJ, well 
worth a look. It might also have 
its new 19ft r scissor lift on the 
stand with production in Europe 
starting later this year. The 
company’s SkyGuard 
secondary guarding 
system also becomes 
standard equipment 
on all of its boom lifts 
from this month on.
JLG is hoping to 
have its new 150ft 
1500AJP on the 
stand.

Leguan: Stand 411a

See Central Platform Services

Liftlux: Stand 408/9
See JLG

Magni: Stand 102b

See the world’s highest reach 
telehandler, the 39 metre Magni 
rTH 5.39S on the GT Lifting 
Solutions stand.
See GT Lifting Solutions

Manitou: Stand 205

Manitou will highlight the new 
33ft Man’Go 12 articulated boom 
lift with 4x4 and articulated jib 
giving most people a chance to 
see the final production machine. 
Also expect several telehandlers 
including the latest version of the 
popular MT625 six metre/2,500kg 
compact model.  

Mantis Access: Stand 101b

Mantis Access mounts a range of 
vehicle mounted superstructures 
from suppliers such as Versalift, 
Oil&Steel to All Terrain tracked 
carriers used to cross the toughest 
ground conditions for customers 
such as utilities and network 
providers. On the stand - which 
it shares with Affordable Access 
- will be a Co.Me.T 21|2|9 
superstructure on a Yanmar C50r-
3B carrier. Mantis is also the sister 
company of Mantis Cranes.

MEC: Stand 304

MEC will have several scissor 
lifts on display including the 40ft 
4069 ErT specifically designed 
for aircraft ground support 
applications. Features include 
variable vertical collapsing 
guardrails, padded protection 
bumpers with cut-out sensors to 
prevent damage to aircraft, and 
‘over-wing’ reach. Also look out 

JCB’s 540-140 model

The Magni  
RTH 5.39S

The Man’Go 12.

The Co.Me.T 21|2|9 from 
Mantis Access
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for one of its massive Titans - a 
blend of scissor lift, boom lift and 
telehandler.

Multitel Pagliero: Stand 112

Multitel will launch the new 22.6 
metre MJ 226 telescopic with jib, 
mounted on a 3.5 tonne Nissan 
Cabstar. Developed from the highly 
successful MJ 201 the new model 
offers up to 12.3 metres of outreach. 
There will also be a UK launch for 
the new HX 200 which comes with 
a working height of 19.8 metres, 
whilst another new product on 
display is the 20 metre MT 204 with 
300kg platform capacity.

Niftylift: Stand 301/2

The highlight on the Niftylift stand 
is without doubt the 86ft Hr28 
4x4 Hybrid with its indoor/outdoor 
capability and environmental 
credentials. Other self propelled 
booms on show include the 50ft 

Platform Basket: Stand 209

See Promax Access

Power Scissor: Stand 403a

See Russon Access

Power Towers: Stand 410

Power Towers - now owned by JLG 
- brings its award-winning Pecolift 
and Ecolift - the ‘non-powered, 
powered push around lifts’ - to the 
show along with a new revised and 
improved Nano SP self-propelled 
range. The Nano SP Plus will also 
be on the stand, along with the 
company’s original product the 
Power Tower. 

Promax Access: Stand 209

Promax Access will exhibit a 
number of new compact spider lifts 
from Platform Basket, including 
the new 13.4 metre Spider 13.80, 
a super compact lithium-hybrid 
machine with eight metres of 
outreach and a working outrigger 
width of just 2.9 metres. Making 
its first appearance in the UK is the 
new ‘user friendly’ 27 metre Spider 
27.14 Hybrid, with 15.1 metres of 
outreach and a maximum 230kg 
platform capacity. Also on display 
will be a dual-power Spider 18.90 
PrO and a lithium battery version 
of the Spider 18.90 PrO-E. The 

narrow aisle Hr17N Hybrid boom 
lift, the 45ft Hr15D 4X4, the 17 
metre N170HDET trailer lift, and 
the 23 metre TD120T heavy-duty 
spider lift.

Oil&Steel: Stand 101a

Oil&Steel and sister company PM 
are now owned by Manitex and as 
such are re-invigorated so definitely 
worth a visit. Machines on the 
stand will include the new 21 metre 
Octopus 21 spider lift alongside 
the 18 metre Octopus 18 spider lift 
and two truck mounted lifts - the 
21 metre Scorpion 21 and 20 metre 
Snake 2010 H.

Ommelift: Stand 306/7

Omme is represented in the UK by 
APS and will be promoting its spider 
lift range which includes the new 37 
metre 3710 rBDJ with all-new six 
side boom profile.

See IAPS Group

Palfinger Platforms:  
Stand 110/11

See Skyking

PB Lifttechnik: Stand 403a

See Russon Access

company also represents reedyk 
spider cranes.

Ranger Equipment: Stand 300

The star of the ranger stand is the 
all-new compact 25.3 metre CMC 
S25 heavy-duty spider lift with 14 
metres outreach. The innovative 
boom configuration allows it to 
reach below ground level by up to 
six metres. The S25 is available 
with conventional engine/AC motor 
power source or the new CMC 
hybrid system which combines 
a Kubota diesel and lithium-ion 
battery pack. Also on the stand is 
the MultiOne mini telescopic loader 
available in a range of 21 individual 
models with more than 170 
attachments.

ReachCraft: Stand 403a

See Russon Access

Russon Access: Stand 403a

russon Access will focus much of 
its Vertikal Days effort on the PB 
Lifttechnik range which includes 
heavy-duty and specialised scissor 
lifts. The show will be the formal 
launch of the new distribution 
partnership between the German 
manufacturer and russon for the 
UK market. Expect to see at least 
one high narrow slab machine and a 
self-levelling rough Terrain scissor 
lift. Other products will include the 
new IXO Lift, a four metre working 
height push around platform, the 
Power Scissor - a manually powered 
outdoor scissor lift - and the new 
Quickstep ready. Ask about the 
reachMaster modular rack and 
pinion lift too.  

The MEC 4069ERT

Multitel’s new  
22.6 metre MJ 226

Niftylift will focus on its hybrid 
technology

 The Oil&Steel 
Octopus

The Pecolift will  
be displayed on  
Power Towers’ stand

Platform Basket’s new Spider 27.14 
Hybrid.

Russon Access’  
new IXO Lift
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Ruthmann: Stand 401

See Access Sales International

Sky Aces: Stand 110/11

See Skyking

Skyjack: Stand 412

Skyjack has plenty of new products 
to show this year and will highlight 
the competitively-priced, compact 
40ft SJ4740, narrow slab electric 
scissor lift with 14 metres working 
height. Another all-new product is 
the 30ft SJ30ArJE ultra-compact 
industrial type boom lift with its 
rotating articulated jib option.

Skyking: Stand 110/11

Skyking will have an extensive 
display including Almac tracked 
scissor lifts, the Bibi 850 and a 
new wider Bibi 870 range which 
includes a Hybrid model. Easylift 
spider lifts are also worth a look 
with several new larger models. 
Skyking will also have several truck 
mounted lifts 
from Palfinger 
- possibly 
the new 
75 metre 
P750NX  - 
and the 
company’s 
first spider 
lift, the 15 
metre P1500 
AJTK .

 
Snorkel UK: Stand 201/2

Led by Andrew Fishburn, who 
was recently appointed divisional 
managing director, Snorkel UK will 
be showcasing a large selection of 
Snorkel lifts. An upgraded version 
of the Snorkel Speed Level will 
make its global debut at the show 
featuring a new control system, as 
well as the UK launch of Snorkel’s 
new 66ft 660SJ telescopic boom 
lift. Snorkel UK will also display 
models from its new electric slab 
scissor lift family, and the popular 
Snorkel A46JrT diesel articulated 

boom, A38E electric articulated 
boom and the hydraulic drive 
TM12.

Socage: Stand 407

See CPL

Spiderlift: Stand 300

See Ranger Equipment

TCA Lift: Stand 402

TCA Lift will bring the upgraded 
Falcon FS330Z articulated spider 
lift to Vertikal Days complete with a 
range of new options and features. 
With fast function times, a rugged 
build and simpler controls, it is 
clearly aimed at the rental market. 
Check out its new on-board remote 
access diagnostics tool, which 
allows the company to provide 
online service and maintenance 
assistance.

Terex Utilities: Stand 407

See CPL

Teupen: Stand 309/9a

Teupen is hoping to bring along 
its show-stopping 42 metre Puma 
lift which some of you may have 
spotted at Bauma but its ongoing 
test programme may prevent it. 
However it will bring along its 
latest Leo models including the 24 
metre Leo24GT, 23 metre Leo23T 
and 31 metre Leo31T. All benefit 
from a new ultra-lightweight boom 
structure that incorporates high-
strength steels to offer a lighter 
yet more rigid structure. The new 
T-Series range also introduces 
several new features, including 
the ‘coming home’ and ‘memory 
functions’ which store a number 

Skyjack’s  
new SJ4740.

The  
Almac  

Bibi 850

Snorkel’s 
660SJ makes 
its UK debut

The new TCA Falcon 
FS330Z
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of working envelope positions in 
its memory and can return to them 
automatically in the most efficient 
manner. Another new feature is the 
ability to slew the machine while 
the outriggers are in the narrow 
position.

The Access Platform 
Company: Stand 403a

See Russon Access

Toucan: Stand 408/9

See JLG

Versalift: Stand 208

Vertikal Days has been chosen as 
the official launch for a new range 
of Versalift Euro 6 van mounted 
platforms for the UK market. The 
new models on the stand will 
include the 13.2 metre ETL36-F on a 
3.5 tonne Ford Transit, the 14 metre 
ETL38-F on a 3.5 tonne Mercedes 
Sprinter and the 14.3 metre 
ETM38-F on an Iveco Daily50C15. 
The pick-up mounted LAT135-H 
launched at last year’s Vertikal 
Days will return this year having 
gained on the job experience. Also 
on the stand will be the recently 
launched fully hydraulic, articulating 
telescopic platform mounted on a 
Morooka MST300VD tracked carrier. 
This new LAT-38-140-H Low Voltage 
has a working height of 14 metres, 
6.3 metres of outreach and a 230kg 
platform capacity. And finally the 
innovative low profile 24 metre 
VTX240 truck mounted lift will be 
shown.

The London-based distributor for 
Comansa and Artic tower cranes 
is hoping to show at least some 
elements from the latest new 
Artic articulating tower crane. The 
reduced out of service radius is 
making the cranes so popular that 
lead times are long.

Cormidi: Stand 312

See GGR

Crowland Cranes: Stand 603

Crowland Cranes will display a 
new Grove rT540E-2 rough Terrain 
crane equipped with the new 
Crane Control System (CCS). Also 
on the stand will be an industrial 
pick & carry crane from Italian 
manufacturer Ormig. Alongside the 
cranes there will be a selection of 
‘Power-Pads’ outrigger mats and 
crane stowage systems for pads, 
timber, hook blocks and ancillary 
boxes all with a ‘quick release’ 
mechanism.

Effer: Stand 509

See Martin Williams (Hull)

Ferrari: Stand 206

See Shawtrack Services

FLG Services: Stand 504

FLG Services, a specialist division 
of A-Plant, supplies a wide range 
of lifting equipment, and will show 
new and innovative products such 
as the GML 800+, a new high 
capacity panel and glass lifter.

Galizia: Stand 312

See GGR

GGR: Stand 312

GGr will have a good selection of 
models from the Unic spider crane 
range on the stand, including the 
new Eco-376 which uses deep-
cycle gel batteries which can also 
run continually when connected to 
an AC power supply. Also look for 
the new auxiliary winch for the Unic 
UrW-095 and UrW-295 models. 
Other products will include Galizia 
pick & carry cranes and glass 
handling equipment. The company 
also represents Cormidi mini cranes/
platforms and Paus aluminium 
cranes and platforms.

Giraf Track: Stand 312

See GGR

Wumag: Stand 110/11

See Skyking

Xtreme: Stand 201/2

See Snorkel

Youngman: Stand 306/7
See IAPS Group

AGD Equipment: Stand 511/12

AGD distributes Sennebogen and 
Marchetti cranes in the UK and 
Ireland and will highlight two 
telescopic crawlers - the new 40 
tonne Sennebogen 643 and the 25 
tonne CW25.35 from Marchetti. 
Both machines introduce new ideas 
and features in an increasingly 
dynamic market sector. Also on 
the stand will be the 40 tonne 
Marchetti MTK 40 truck mounted 
crane on a commercial chassis. 
With its lower running costs this 
is hugely important in the highly 
competitive under 50 tonne rental 
market. The company will also be 
talking about its new support and 
repair capabilities including a new 
paint shop.

Beemold: Stand 107c

Beemold will present the new 
Smartlift SL380 and SL608 outdoor 
glass handling robots. Both models 
are making their UK debut and are 
available in High Lifter versions 
with longer booms for increased 
outreach and a greater lifting height 
of more than four metres. Maximum 
capacity with extended boom is 
608kg. As the new dealer for the 
UK and Ireland, Beemold will sell 
and rent the Smartlift machines and 
accessories.

Böcker: Stand 108/9

See Kranlyft

City Lifting: Stand 113

Grove: Stand 604/5

See Manitowoc

Hird: Stand 211

Hird will display a range of Manitex 
Valla pick & carry cranes including 
the recently launched 12 tonne 
120E. Also on display will be the 
new self-contained Winlet 350TH 
glass handling vacuum lifter 
designed for telehandler use. The 
company is also a distributor for 
3B6/COBO, and will show the latest 
range of 3B6 load systems available 
for retro fit and supply for new 
cranes.

Teupen’s Leo24GT

The  
Versalift  
24 metre  
VTX240

Cranes & Lifting

Marchetti’s MTK 40 
truck mount

Manitowoc’s new  
RT540E-2 will be on  

Crowland’s stand

The Unic URW-295 
model from GGR.

The Valla 12 tonne 120E 
pick & carry crane

Hoeflon’s C6 
Compact Crane

Wienold Lift: Stand 306/7/504

Wienold material lifts will be on 
both the IAPS stand and the A-Plant 
stand.

See IAPS Group and A-Plant / Eve

See the range of Smartlift robots 
on the Beemold stand

Hitachi-Sumitomo: Stand 506

See NRC Plant

Hoeflon Compactkranen:  
Stand 107b 

Hoeflon mini spider cranes have 
exhibited at Vertikal Days before, 
but this year the manufacturer has 
taken its own stand to show off 
its full range of new cranes. The 
C6 Compact Crane is the main 
attraction on the Hoeflon stand with 
a hoisting capacity greater than its 
own weight. It is also possible to 
remove the counterweight, making 
the machine lighter.
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A-Plant/Eve Stand 504
A-Plant Training  Stand MP30
Ab PS Lyfftjanst Nostoplavelu  Stand 502b
Access Industries  Stand 112
Access Sales International  Stand 401
AD Astra Equipment Sales  Stand 401
Aerial & Handling Services  Stand 106a
Aerial Work Platforms  Stand 403a
Affordable Access Stand 101b
AGD Equipment Stand 511/12
Ainscough Training Services  Stand MP29
Airo Stand 106a
AJ Access Platforms  Stand 203
Aldercote Stand 306/7
Alfa Access Services  Stand MP20/21
Alimak Hek  Stand 204
Almac Stand 110/11
Aluexbeams  Stand 502b
APS  Stand 306/7
ATN  Stand 310
Avant Tecno Stand 411a
Beemold Stand 107c
Beresford Flooring  Stand 507
Big Astor Stand 200a
Bizzocchi  Stand 303
Bluelift Stand 107a
Böcker Stand 108/9
Bronto Skylift  Stand 100
Carl Stahl Evita Stand MP17
Cautrac Stand 208
Central Platform Services  Stand 411a
CGS Tyres Stand 505
City Lifting Stand 113
CLM Construction Supplies  Stand 404
CMC  Stand 300
Co.Me.T  Stand 101b
Collé rental & Sales  Stand 102a
Cormidi Stand 312
CPA  Stand 508
CPL Stand 407
Cranes Today Marketplace 
Cranesafe Stand MP26
Crowland Cranes  Stand 603
Crown Batteries  Stand MP24
CTE  Stand 303
Cultor Tyres  Stand 505
Custom Brakes & Hydraulics  Stand 510a
Custom Equipment  Stand 403b
Dingli Stand 103
Dinolift  Stand 411
Easylift  Stand 407/110
Effer Stand 509

elebia  Stand MP19
Eurogate International  Stand MP6
Eve  Stand 504
Falcon  Stand 402
Faraone  Stand 308
Ferrari   Stand 206
FLG Services  Stand 504
Galizia  Stand 312
Gantic Battery Chargers  Stand MP20/21
Gehl  Stand 205
Genie  Stand 608
Genius  Stand 200a
George Taylor Lifting Gear  Stand 503b
GGr  Stand 312
Giraf Track  Stand 312
Glasboy  Stand 312
Gorbel  Stand MP17
Grove  Stand 604/5
GSr Stand 104
GT Lifting Solutions  Stand 102b
GT Trax  Stand MP1
Haulotte  Stand 207
Higher Concept Software Stand MP8
Hinowa  Stand 305
Hird  Stand 211
Hitachi-Sumitomo Stand 506
HLS Stand 107
Hoeflon Compactkranen Stand 107b 
Holland Lift  Stand 203
Hugo  Stand 107a
HY-Brid Access Platforms  Stand 403b
IAPS Group  Stand 306/7
IMA  Stand 308
Imer  Stand 407
inspHire  Stand MP27
Interpump Hydraulics UK  Stand MP2
IPAF  Stand 112a
IPS  Stand 306/7
Isoli  Stand 306/7
Iteco Stand 407
Iveco  Stand 104/208 
Jaama  Stand MP7
JCB  Stand 406
Jekko  Stand 213
JLG  Stand 408/9
John Taylor Crane Services  Stand 213
Kato  Stand 501/2a
King Trailers  Stand 105
KNT Training Stand MP5
Kobelco  Stand 413/513
Kranlyft  Stand 108/9
LEEA  Stand MP12

Leguan  Stand 411a
Liebherr  Stand 606/7
Lifting Gear UK Stand 611
Liftlux  Stand 408/9
Link-Belt  Stand 506
Maeda Stand 108/9
Magna Tyres  Stand 212
Magnetek  Stand MP10/11
Magni Stand 102b
Manitex Stand 101a
Manitou  Stand 205
Manitowoc Cranes  Stand 604/5
Mantis  Stand 101b
Mantis Access  Stand 101b
Marchetti  Stand 511/12
Martin Williams (Hull)  Stand 509
MEC  Stand 304
Mentor Training Solutions  Stand MP36
Michelin Tyres  Stand 210
Mitas Tyres  Stand 505
Modulift  Stand MP25
Multitel Pagliero  Stand 112
Myerscough College  Stand MP9 
My Future My Choice  Newton Stand
Niftylift Stand 301/2
Nolim Stand 510b
NrC Plant  Stand 506
Oil&Steel Stand 101a
Ommelift  Stand 306/7
Orlaco Stand MP26
Ormet  Stand 213
Ormig Stand 603
OTr Wheel Engineering  Stand MP13/14
Outrigger Pads Stand 306/7
Palfinger Platforms Stand 110/11
Paragon Bank Business Finance  Stand MP31
Paus Stand 312
PB Lifttechnik  Stand 403a
Platform Basket  Stand 209
Platinum Batteries  Stand MP28
PM Group  Stand 101a
Potain Stand 604/5
Power Scissor  Stand 403a
Power Towers  Stand 410
Power-Pads Stand 603
PPC Stars  Stand MP4
Probst Handling Equipment  Stand 200
Promax Access Stand 209
PSr Stand 306/7
ranger Equipment Stand 300
rayco-Wylie Systems  Stand MP3
rB Components Stand MP35

reachCraft  Stand 403a
reedyk  Stand 209
rivertek Stand 501/2a
russon Access  Stand 403a
ruthmann  Stand 401
SafetyLiftinGear  Stand 400
Sanctuary Zone  Stand 106a
Sennebogen  Stand 511/12
Shawtrack Services  Stand 206
Shield Batteries  Stand MP24
SKM Asset Finance  Stand MP15
Sky Aces Stand 110/11
Skyjack  Stand 412
Skyking Stand 110/11
Smartlift  Stand TS10
Snorkel Stand 201/2
Socage  Stand 407
Spiderlift  Stand 300
Spierings  Stand 602
Syrinx  Stand MP8
Tackle Store  Stand 400
Tadano UK  Stand 612/13
TCA Lift  Stand 402
Terex Cranes  Stand 609/10
Terex Utilities Stand 407
Teupen  Stand 309/9a
The Access Platform Company  Stand 403a
Thermoil  Stand 306/7
Timbermat  Stand 313
Tiresocks  Stand MP6
TMC Lifting Supplies  Stand 603
Top Service  Stand MP16
Toucan Stand 408/9
Towergate Insurance Brokers  Stand MP33
Trackunit  Stand MP34
Traffco / Faymonville Stand 106b
Trimble Lifting Solutions  Stand MP23
Trojan Batteries  Stand MP28
TVH UK Stand 207
UNIC  Stand 312
Universal Crane Mats  Stand 500
Valla  Stand 211
Versalift Stand 208
Vertikal Press  Marketplace
Welex Stand 503a
Welton Media  Stand MP39
Wienold Lift  Stand 306/7/504
Winlet Stand 211
Wumag Stand 110/11
Xtreme Stand 201/2
Youngman Stand 306/7
Zoomlion  Stand 603

Wednesday 15th June 2016  
Times Meetings, Seminars & Workshops Location
All day InspHire - Customer 1-2-1s Newton Stand - Café
11.30am CPA - Stars of the Future Haydock - Park Suite
All day My Future My Choice Newton Stand - Outside Area
Thursday 16th May 2016  
Times Meetings, Seminars & Workshops Location

All day InspHire - Customer 1-2-1s Newton Stand - Café
11.00am CPA - Apprenticeship Levy & Trailblazer Apprenticeships Haydock - Leverhulme Suite 3, Tommy Whittle Stand
All day My Future My Choice Newton Stand - Outside Area

M e e t i n g s  a n d  S e m i m a r s

E x h i b i t o r  a n d  b r a n d  l i s t i n g
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Jekko: Stand 213

See John Taylor Crane Services

John Taylor Crane Services: 
Stand 213

John Taylor Cranes will launch the 
all-new Jekko SPK60 mini crawler 
crane with luffing telescopic jib and 
show the top of the line SPX1275 
spider crane with pick & carry 
duties and luffing jib. A wide range 
of accessories on display are 
interchangeable across the range.

Kato: Stand 501/2a

See Rivertek

Kobelco: Stand 413/513

Making its second appearance at 
Vertikal Days, Kobelco will show 
two new crawler cranes - the 100 
tonne CKE900G Mark II sold to 
Q-Plant, and 110 tonne CKE1100G 
sold to GH Johnson - both equipped 
with new EU Stage IV and US 
EPA Tier 4 Final engines and high 
efficiency engine management 
systems. 

Kranlyft: Stand 108/9

Kranlyft is exhibiting a full line 
of Maeda cranes alongside its 
Böcker aluminium cranes and 
furniture hoists. The new Böcker 
rK36-2400 tracked spider crane/
platform will make its UK debut 
following its Bauma launch. This 
will also be the first chance in the 
UK to see the new top of the line 

Link-Belt: Stand 506

See NRC Plant

Maeda: Stand 108/9

See Kranlyft

Manitex: Stand 101a
See PM Group

Manitowoc: Stand 604/5

Manitowoc Cranes will display 
the new Potain HUP 32-27 which 
replaces the Igo 32 and Igo 36. The 
new Crane Control System (CCS) 
will be showcased with an MDT 
109. Also on display is the new 
Grove GMK5150, the GMK6300L 
and the GMK3060.

Mantis: Stand 101b

See Affordable Access

Marchetti: Stand 511/12

See AGD Equipment

NRC Plant: Stand 506

The new 125 tonne Link-Belt 
TCC1400 telescopic crawler crane 
is making its UK debut on the NrC 
stand. The new crane features a six 
section 59.5 metre boom topped 
by a three part bi-fold swingaway 
lattice extension system that 
takes the maximum tip height 
to 78.9 metres. Load charts are 
available for the crane working at 
up to four degrees off level. The 
TCC1400 features the latest Tier4 
Final Cummins engine and a new 
‘auto idle’ function that allows 
the operator to select ranges for 
improved fuel economy. NrC 
will also show the new six tonne 
Maeda CC1485 from its rental fleet 
and might just have a new Hitachi 
Sumitomo lattice crawler on the 
stand.

eight tonne Maeda MC-815 spider 
crane, launched at Bauma, and the 
six tonne Maeda CC1485S-1 mini 
crawler crane. The Böcker truck 
mounted range will be represented 
by the AK46-6000 and the AK37-
4000 on a 7.5 tonne chassis.

Liebherr: Stand 606/7

Liebherr highlights its new 250 
tonne LTM 1250 5.1 All Terrain 
crane which it claims is the 
strongest five axle crane on the 
market. Also on display will be the 
new MK140 mobile self-erecting 
tower crane, the 40 tonne two axle 
LTM 1040-2.1, the three axle 60 
tonne LTM 1060-3.1, four axle 90 
tonne LTM 1090-4.1 and the new 
160 tonne LTM 1160 5.2 on five 
axles. The upgraded city-type All 
Terrain crane - the LTC1050-3.1 - will 
also be on the stand. Most cranes 
on show will be equipped with the 
Variobase outrigger set up system, 
while the LTM 1160 and 1250 
also feature the new VarioBallast 
system. A separate Liebherr Training 
booth will be staffed by experts who 
can advise on crane operator and 
vocational training courses.

Ormet: Stand 213

See John Taylor Crane Services 

Ormig: Stand 603

See Crowland Cranes

Paus: Stand 312

See GGR

PM Group: Stand 101a

PM Group will show both PM loader 
cranes and 
Oil&Steel 
aerial work 
platforms. 
The PM53025 
loader crane, 
mounted on 
an eight wheel 
MAN chassis, 
will be the 
main loader 
crane exhibit, 
alongside 
the 21 metre 
Oil&Steel 
Octopus 21 and 18 metre Octopus 
18 spider lifts. The truck mounted 
lift range will be represented by the 
21 metre Scorpion 21 and 20 metre 
Snake 2010 H.

Potain: Stand 604/5

See Manitowoc

Reedyk: Stand 209

See Promax Access

Rivertek: Stand 501/2a

First time exhibitor rivertek will 
launch the new 20 tonne Kato 
Cr200ri City-type All Terrain/
rough Terrain crane alongside 
other models in its new Cityrange. 
Vertikal Days provides the first 
opportunity for customers to see the 
new Kato cranes, which include the 
13 tonne Cr-130ri and 35 tonne  
Cr-350ri. 
Features include 
outrigger 
length sensors, 
hydraulic luffing 
extension 
and jibs. The 
Cr-130ri and 
Cr-350ri use 
Mitsubishi power 
units while the 
Cr-200ri uses 
Cummins. 

Jekko’s new SPK60

Kobelco’s new 
crawler crane

Böcker’s new RK36-2400 
debuts on the Kranlyft stand

Liebherr’s new  
LTM 1250 5.1

Manitowoc’s new Potain HUP 32-27

Link-Belt’s new 
125 tonne TCC1400 
debuts on the  
NRC stand

The new  
CR-130Ri from 
Rivertek

PM’s loader crane 
range will be shown
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Sennebogen: Stand 511/12

See AGD Equipment

Smartlift: Stand TS10

See Beemold

Spierings: Stand 602

Spierings will present the new four axle 
SK597-AT4 mobile self-erecting tower crane 
which boasts a 48 metre jib that can handle 
1,700kg at the tip and lift a maximum load 
of 7,000kg. The crane has a maximum hook 
height of 58.1 metres with the jib luffed to 
45 degrees. The crane is equipped with a 
Euro 6 engine, new chassis cab interior and 
disc brakes all round. Spierings will also 
show the new SK1265-AT6 with Euro 6 
engine.

Tadano UK: Stand 612/13

The star of the stand will be the 220 tonne 
ATF 220G-5 making its UK debut with 
Euromot 4 diesel power, new cab and extra 
UK counterweight configuration which 
allows 19 tonnes to be carried on the road. 
The unit on the stand will be in Hewden 
colours and will demonstrate the optional 
21 metre telescopic luffing jib - the first in 
the UK - and well worth a look. Other cranes 
include the 130 tonne ATF 130G-5 with new 
cab, the 50 tonne ATF 50G-3 with 40 metre 
full power boom and the 70 tonne ATF 70G-4 
- the only 70 tonner on the market with twin 
engines. Finally, there is the popular 100 
tonne ATF 100G-4 which can carry all of its 
ballast within STGO category C regulations.

Terex Cranes: Stand 609/10

The big story on the Terex Cranes stand will 
be the re-introduction of the Demag mobile 
crane brand. New models that were recently 
unveiled at Bauma will be the centre of 
attraction including the five axle 130 tonne 
AC130-5.

UNIC: Stand 312

See GGR

Valla: Stand 211

See Hird

Zoomlion: Stand 603

See Crowland Cranes

A-Plant Training: Stand MP30

A-Plant Training offers a range of training 
courses from over 25 training centres or at 
customer premises/on site. It also provides 
training tailored to individual needs. 

Ab PS Lyfftjanst Nostoplavelu: Stand 
502b

See Aluexbeams

Ainscough Training Services: Stand 
MP29

Ainscough Training Services specialises in 
training and NVQs for Appointed Person, 
Crane Supervisor, Slinger Signaller and 
Mobile Crane Operator certification. It 
provides a one stop service for information, 
advice, guidance, training and competency 
assessment.

Aluexbeams: Stand 502b

New exhibitor Aluexbeams from Finland will 
show its innovative lightweight all-in-one 

Spierings’ new 4-axle SK597-AT4

Tadano’s new 220G-5 with telescopic luffing jib.

See the unique Tadano 
telescopic luffing jib

Other Exhibitors - Software, 
Service, Safety, Training, 

Electronics & Components etc...

The new  
Demag AC130-5
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range including mobile crane brake 
shoes for the Kessler axle and the 
full range of OEM specification 
drilling pattern versions of brake 
linings for the 410mm and 500mm 
type brake. Custom Brakes & 
Hydraulics also supplies brake 
drums for mobile cranes, knott brake 
expanders, Wabco brake expanders, 
brake expander repair kits and 
mobile crane brake shoe springs.

elebia: Stand MP19

elebia is presenting its award-
winning remote auto hook and is 
exhibiting its latest developments 
including a new auto hook model. 
elebia is able to engage and release 
loads remotely using a failsafe 
design that makes it physically 
impossible to drop the load during 
operations.

Eurogate International:  
Stand MP6

First time exhibitor Eurogate will 
exhibit its TireSocks - the leading 
producer of tyre covers to protect 
floors from costly tyre marks and 
contamination. It also has a range of 
‘machine diapers’ that attach to an 
aerial lift or other machine to collect 
any oil or fuel leaks. Finally its latest 
new product 
is a special all 
machine cover 
for aerial lifts 
that hides and 
protects them 

CGS Tyres: Stand 505

See Mitas Tyres

CPA: Stand 508

As well as helping members with 
issues on employee health and 
safety, machinery standards and 
emission controls, the Construction 
Plant-hire Association will host 
the Stars of the Future apprentice 
awards on the first day of the 
event, hosted by BTCC racing driver 
Nicolas Hamilton. The CPA will 
also hold a seminar covering the 
Apprenticeship Levy and Trailblazer 
Apprenticeships on Thursday 
morning.

Cranes Today: Marketplace 

The oldest English language crane 
magazine will have the latest issues 
on display in the Marketplace and 
entrance.

Cranesafe: Stand MP26

Crane safety specialist Cranesafe 
distributes SMIE tower crane anti-
collision and crane management 
systems along with Orlaco boom tip 
cameras and other products in the 
UK and Ireland. The company will 
demonstrate the latest generation 
anti-collision system, along with 
anemometers and aircraft warning 
lights.

Cranesafe’s latest anti-collision system 
will prove a useful tool.

Crown Batteries: Stand MP24

See Shield Batteries

Cultor Tyres: Stand 505

See Mitas Tyres

Custom Brakes & Hydraulics: 
Stand 510a

Custom Brakes & Hydraulics brings 
products from its mobile crane 

when they are left in an area open 
to the public - such as the corner of 
a shopping mall or airport etc.

Eve: Stand 504

Eve is a specialist division of 
A-Plant and will show a range of 
its fencing and ground protection 
equipment, including its new heavy 
duty Emtak mats.

Faymonville: Stand 106b
See Traffco

Gantic Battery Chargers:  
Stand MP20/21

See Alfa Access Services

George Taylor Lifting Gear: 
Stand 503b

New exhibitor George Taylor 
Lifting Gear has an extensive 
range of lifting gear products 
to show, including chains and 
fittings, hoisting and material 
handling equipment, shackles, 
polyester slings, lashing and 
theatre rigging equipment, wire 
rope fittings, lifting eyes and 
accessories, rigging screws 
and turnbuckles, stainless 
steel equipment and a wide 
range of height safety 
products. It will also 
present its Kratos 
Safety range, as well 
as a new range of 
hydraulic equipment 
from Tecpos - 
Technology Power 
Systems.

George Taylor lifting gear products.

Glasboy: Stand 312

See GGR

Ground-Guards: Stand 601

Ground-Guards will launch the 
MaxiTrack - the world’s most heavy 
duty, man-handleable trackway 
system - which can support loads 
up to 130 tonnes.

Gorbel: Stand MP17

See Carl Stahl Evita

GT Trax: Stand MP1

GT Trax is a UK supplier of plastic 
outrigger pads and ground 
protection mats to the construction 
industry. The company will display 
the extensive range of HMPE plastic 
outrigger pads and temporary 
ground protection mats. GT Trax 
products are available for hire or 
purchase and a full delivery and 
installation service is provided 
nationwide. Go to the stand to 
discover how GT Trax can support 
and move your access machinery 
safely and efficiently.

Hems: Entrance Marquee

Heavy Equipment Model Show 
(HEMS) will have a collection of 

Aluexbeams will 
bring its lightweight 
folding lifting beam

folding out cruciform spreader/lifting 
beams. The new 10 tonne Aluex 10 
weighs just 45kg and has a span of 
3.5 metres. The smaller Aluex 5 also 
has a 3.5 metre square span but 
weighs just 35kg.

Beresford Flooring: Stand 507

Beresford Flooring will launch 
Hook Buddy at Vertikal Days, a 
new clip to help strap down loads 
more easily. It will show its original 
outrigger load spreader system - 
Alimats, alongside other products 
from its range that includes a 
modular airbag system, trailer bags 
and a range of plastic shims in the 
‘Stacker Packers’ range.

Carl Stahl Evita: Stand MP17

This will be an interesting stand 
to visit to see the Tecnomagnete’s 
MaxX lifting magnet range which 
can handle loads from 125kg to 
2,000kg. Also ask about the new 
G-Force (r) intelligent balancer from 
Gorbel which allows the effortless 
manual lifting and manoeuvring of 
loads with accuracy and speed. 
The company will also talk about 
its latest training courses such as 
lifting equipment and wire rope 
inspection.

The MaxX range  
of lifting magnets

Nicolas Hamilton will present the 
Stars of the Future Awards

elebia will show its 
range of auto hooks

 Eurogate  
International’s TireSocks 
for true non-marking.
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scale models, including cranes, 
heavy haulage and construction 
equipment on display.

Higher Concept Software: 
Stand MP8

Suppliers of the innovative Syrinx 
Hire Management solution, Higher 
Concept Software has presented 
its products and services at Vertikal 
Days since the event began. 
Offering invaluable support to rental 
companies, specialist modules 
include maintenance, procurement, 
staff management, electronic 
invoicing and CrM.

inspHire: Stand MP27

inspHire will demonstrate how to 
increase productivity and efficiency 
with its leading hire management 
software for the access and lifting 
industry, and will be showcasing 
new features available on inspHire 
mobile, CrM on Mobile and 
Business Intelligence Dashboards.

Interpump Hydraulics UK:  
Stand MP2

returning after a successful debut 
at Vertikal Days last year, Interpump 
Hydraulics UK offers a wide range 
of hydraulic and mechanical 
components, including power take-
offs, hydraulic pumps, directional 
control valves, split shafts and 
power packs. The company also 
supports a range of brands including 
Hydrocar, Muncie, Galtech, 
Hydroven, Panni and IMM.

IPAF: Stand 112a

With more than a third of all aerial 
lift accidents occurring during 
delivery and collection, IPAF turns 
its attention to delivery drivers 
and how to keep them safe. On 
the stand it will demonstrate safe 
loading and unloading practices, 
highlighting the pitfalls to avoid. The 
association will also co-host the 

opportunities.

Lifting Gear UK: Stand 611

Lifting Gear UK is a complete lifting 
and handling equipment specialist 
working throughout the UK and 
internationally. It specialises in 
full contract lifting and the design, 
development and fabrication control 
of lifting appliances. It provides 
a wide range of lifting gear from 
leading manufacturers for hire or 
sale, as well as offering a repair 
service, bespoke fabrication and 
modification.

Magna Tyres: Stand 212

Magna Tyres will show its new 
MA03+ mobile crane tyre, which 
it says combines good off road 
performance with smoother road 
travel and less vibration from an 
improved irregular wear pattern. 
It will also show its original MA03 
which is 
ideal for 
tough off 
road work, 
thanks to its 
aggressive 
self-cleaning 
tread design. 

Magnetek: 
Stand 
MP10/11

Magnetek will display its range 
of innovative, cost-effective 
wireless controls, complete 
with plug-and-play hydraulic 
interface controls. Designed to 
customer specifications, they can 
reduce internal engineering and 
manufacturing costs, improving time 
to market and enhancing equipment 
performance.

Martin Williams (Hull):  
Stand 509

New exhibitor Martin Williams (Hull) 
distributes Effer cranes and will 
show an Effer 955 CroSStab 8s + 
6s crane with an eight extension 
second boom and six extension jib. 
It is rear mounted on a MAN chassis 
with Vstab front stabilisers. This is 
the first crane of this configuration 
using Vstab stabilisers to the front 
and CroSStab to the rear. Alongside 
this will be an Effer 685 6s front 
mounted on a Volvo chassis with 
a plant body, plus an Effer 685 6s 
Vstab on a Scania 6x2 tractor unit.

Mentor Training Solutions: 
Stand MP36

Mentor is a national provider 
of operator training courses for 
lifting and access equipment. Fully 
accredited by IPAF, PASMA, ALLMI 

exhibitor cocktail reception, prior 
to the main networking event on 
Wednesday evening.

IPS: Stand 306/7

See IAPS Group

Iveco: Stand 104/208

See GSR/Versalift

Jaama: Stand MP7

Management software firm Jaama 
will showcase its Key2 Hire 
Management, a totally integrated 
solution for a single user or multi-
site rental company. The company 
says that it can help control costs, 
improve asset utilisation, ensure 
legislative compliance and increase 
profitability by making costs and 
income transparent.

King Trailers: Stand 105

King Trailers is the UK’s largest 
manufacturer of heavy trailers for 
abnormal loads up to 150 tonnes. 
It will display a range of trailers 
from the most popular GTS44 to an 
MTSE65. 

KNT Training: Stand MP5

Specialists in Health and Safety 
Training, KNT provides courses 
that include IPAF/PASMA, Fork Lift 
Truck Accredited, Manual Handling, 
Abrasive Wheels, Plant Machinery, 
First Aid and UKATA Asbestos 
Awareness. It will hold a raffle with 
prizes such as bottles of wine and 
chocolates, with all proceeds going 
to the Help for Heroes Charity.

LEEA: Stand MP12

The UK-based Lifting Equipment 
Engineers Association (LEEA) is 
the leading representative body 
for the overhead lifting sector 
and will be on hand to provide 
information on its range of training 
services, with access to expert 
advice, publications and significant 
networking and marketing 

IPAF’s loading and 
unloading  
exhibit

Magna’s new MA03+.

An example  
of the training  
provided by  
Mentor

and LEEA, the courses are delivered 
on customer premises or at one of 
its fully-equipped training centres. It 
will be promoting its latest PASMA 
tower course and its new training 
centre in Misterton.

Michelin Tyres: Stand 210

Michelin Tyres will highlight its 
Michelin X Crane+ 
tyre, which has 
been specifically 
designed to 
accommodate 
the higher speeds 
possibly in 
continental Europe 
and the higher 
loads permitted in 
the UK. It claims 
to be the coolest-
running and most 
fuel-efficient crane 
tyre on the market.

Michelin X Crane+ tyre.
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Mitas Tyres: Stand 505

Mitas Tyres will be at Vertikal Days 
to focus on fleet customers for its 
UK tyre replacement service along 
with manufacturing customers. The 
UK subsidiary operates from Kings 
Lynn, Norfolk and stocks a full range 
of cross-ply and radial tyres for 
agricultural, industrial, earthmover, 
crane and forklift markets. 

Modulift: Stand MP25

First time exhibitor Modulift will 
show its range of spreader beams, 
lifting beams, spreader frames 
and other below the hook heavy 
lifting equipment. The company 
concentrates on off-the-shelf and 
custom solutions, along with a 
complete lift engineering service, 
which aims to help solve lifting 
problems, advise on rig planning as 
well as designing and manufacturing 
custom lifting equipment.

Motion Software: Stand MP18

Working in the compliance and 
inspection industry, Motion 
Software will bring its inspection 
hardware and software to Vertikal 
Days.

Myerscough College:  
Stand MP9

Myerscough College specialises 
in education and training of 20 
different subjects and includes a 
specialist engineering facility that 
delivers a wide range of specialist 
industry and short course training. 
It also delivers apprenticeships in 
Construction Plant Maintenance to 
crane and access rental companies 
across the country.

My Future My Choice:  
Newton Stand

My Future My Choice works with 
school children to show them 
the possibilities of a career in 

aluminium wheels for mobile cranes. 
There will be special offers available 
at the stand in the Marketplace.

Outrigger Pads: Stand 306/7

See IAPS Group

Paragon Bank Business 
Finance: Stand MP31

The in-house team at Paragon Bank 
Business Finance specialises in 
delivering financial solutions ranging 
from straightforward short-term 
loans to comprehensive funding 
packages for public and private 
limited companies, partnerships 
and sole traders. It also has the 
expertise to deliver bespoke funding 
for a wide range of market sectors 
including cranes and access 
equipment.

Platinum Batteries: Stand MP28

Platinum Batteries is the master 
distributor for Trojan Batteries in the 
UK. It carries a large inventory with 
no minimum order quantity or value. 
The company will also promote its 
fully legally compliant scrap battery 
scheme which swaps your scrap 
batteries for new ones.

Power-Pads: Stand 603

See Crowland Cranes

PPC Stars: Stand MP4

PPC Stars offers a bespoke online 

engineering. It will be set up in the 
Newton Stand where local school 
children will work with Liebherr 
apprentices in a competition to 
build miniature cranes, exploring the 
principles of pneumatics, hydraulics, 
gears and pulleys. As part of the 
workshop it will take the children on 
a guided tour of the show on each 
afternoon.

Nolim: Stand 510b

Nolim is one of the largest European 
suppliers of outrigger pads and road 
mats and it also supplies stowage 
for outrigger pads, slide-on outrigger 
shoes and Containershield. All 
Nolim plates are made of HMPE 
500 regenerate - a strong yet light-
weight plastic of high quality that 
doesn’t absorb moisture and won’t 
break or splinter - which withstand 
diesel oil and most chemicals.

Orlaco: Stand MP26

See Cranesafe

OTR Wheel Engineering:  
Stand MP13/14

OTr will show its product range 
for aerial work platforms, including 
scissor lift wheels, foam fill/sealant, 
tyres and non-marking options. New 
for this year, OTr will show wheels 
and tyres for telehandlers and 

service for businesses, managing 
Google Adwords and Search 
Engine Optimisation, as well as 
social media management, plus 
advertising on Bing and Facebook 
campaigns. It is both a Google 
partner and a Bing accredited 
partner.

Probst Handling Equipment: 
Stand 200

Probst will display existing and 
new products including its tried and 
trusted grab and pallet forks. New 
products include the gully pot lifter 
- designed in conjunction with S.B.C 
- and the kerb grab EXG-MAXI, with 
its increased capacity and gripping 
range. Its range of items include 
vacuum systems, mechanical grabs, 
and hydraulic grabs.

PSR: Stand 306/7

See IAPS Group

Rayco-Wylie Systems:  
Stand MP3

Safety systems and sensors 
manufacturer rayco-Wylie Systems 
will display its i4500 Series of 
rated Capacity Indicators. Designed 
to accommodate all types of 
cranes, they offer an improved 

See the spreader beams 
from Modulift in the 

Marketplace

Nolim will display its  
range of outrigger pads

Probst’s EXG grab
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integration within the crane and 
offer the capacity to monitor boom 
sequencing, outrigger monitoring, 
range limiting and wind speeds. 
They are available with a choice 
of 4.3, 7 or 10 inch full colour 
displays. The r180 Wireless Wind 
Speed Indicator will also be on 
display which measures and clearly 
indicates the wind speed to the 
crane operator. Finally, the r147 
Wireless Anti-Two Block is designed 
to fit on most crane types and 
warns the operator of an impending 
two-block situation with an audio/
visual alarm when the hook reaches 
the maximum safe height to the 
boom tip.

The Rayco-Wylie i4500 Rated Capacity 
Indicators are proving useful for cranes.

RB Components: Stand MP35

On the rB Components stand you 
will find the whole range of platform 
joysticks and also a large stock of 
complete control boxes, switches, 
function decals, security decals, 
electrical appliances, wheels, etc. 

SafetyLiftinGear: Stand 400

SafetyLiftinGear is single source 
supplier of lifting equipment, 
materials handling, load restraint, 
height safety and confined space 
products, with locations in England 
and Wales. It will have its new fall 
protection equipment on show, 
plus a waterproof/windproof 
jacket harness which features 
quick release buckles. Lifting 
equipment includes the Elephant 
ultra-lightweight 200kg single 
phase electric hoists and Easy-rig 

Aluminium Gantries. New services 
include specialist rental and online 
certification, whilst other services 
include specialist hire, repair, 
inspection and testing.

Sanctuary Zone: Stand 106a

See Aerial & Handling Services

Shawtrack Services: Stand 206

Shawtrack designs, manufactures 
and installs bespoke commercial 
vehicle bodies from 3.5 to 32 
tonnes. The stand will showcase 
its latest design features on two 
new delivery vehicles. It will also 
highlight its recent purchase of a 
water-jet cutter allowing it to make 
an entire vehicle body kit in one go. 
The company will also launch its 
new partnership with Ferrari loader 
cranes.

Shield Batteries: Stand MP24

Shield Batteries is the UK importer 
for Crown deep cycle batteries 
which are proving increasingly 
popular with aerial lift manufacturers 
and fleet owners. The company 
has invested heavily in deep cycle 
battery development adding features 
such as thicker plates, more 
headroom for electrolyte and built-in 
Pro Eye level monitors. Shield has 
been targeting the replacement 
market for aerial lifts for several 
years and will be talking about the 
benefits of its service.

SKM Asset Finance:  
Stand MP15

New exhibitor SKM Asset Finance 
will be available throughout the 
show to discuss tailored asset 
finance solutions as well as 
providing information on other 
financial products, including 
refinance, business loans and 
invoice finance. It also offers 
bespoke vendor schemes for 
manufacturers and dealers.

Syrinx: Stand MP8

See Higher Concept Software

Tackle Store: Stand 400

See SafetyLiftinGear

See the range of 
lifting equipment 
from SafetyLiftinGear, 
including the 
aluminium gantry.

Shawtrack will  
show off its bespoke vehicle bodies
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Thermoil: Stand 306/7

See IAPS Group

Timbermat: Stand 313

The specialist supplier of heavy 
mats for crawler cranes, temporary 
roadways and specialist outrigger 
mats will be at Vertikal Days.

Tiresocks: Stand MP6

See Eurogate International

TMC Lifting Supplies: Stand 603

See Crowland Cranes

Top Service: Stand MP16

Credit information provider 
specialist Top Service operates the 
most extensive credit checking and 
collection support system in the 
construction and equipment related 
industries. Stop by its stand for a 
demonstration, or if you have any 
questions on credit information, 
company and director monitoring, 
chasing letters, debt recovery, pre-
litigation and all services relating to 
credit control.

Towergate Insurance Brokers: 
Stand MP33

Towergate is an insurance broker 
that specialises in the construction 

TVH UK: Stand 405

TVH offers a wide range of 
replacement parts for aerial work 
platforms and telescopic handlers 
including safety equipment, ground 
support plates, anti-theft systems 
and liftCam among many other 
products suitable for all major lifting 
companies. TVH has been active in 
the UK for more than 25 years, and 
carries over 70,000 stock items. 
The company is also the co-sponsor 
for the evening cocktail party on 
Wednesday evening, and will also 
be hosting a competition to win a 
children’s Mini.  

Universal Crane Mats:  
Stand 500

Universal Crane Mats, the 
independent supplier of outrigger 
mats and spreader systems for 
cranes and other heavy equipment, 
will exhibit a wide range of load 
spread products including the 
UniMat modular aluminium system. 
This year’s Vertikal Days will see 
the launch of the all-new UniMat 
wheel levelling system incorporating 
its UniMat aluminium modules and 
extreme high density foam ramps. 
Aimed primarily at the platform 
market to promote level machine 
setup, the system also facilitates 

sector. As a CPA member it insures 
a vast number of the mobile crane 
rental companies in the UK and will 
be at the show to speak with new 
and existing clients.

Trackunit: Stand MP34

Trackunit is promoting its Dual 
ID, which can retain an infinite 
number of PIN codes/Smart Cards, 
and is principally designed for the 
access market for monitoring and 
controlling equipment and operators. 
Pin codes or Smart Cards can be 
entered either remotely or locally 
and will log a date and time every 
time a code or card is entered.

Traffco: Stand 106b

As sole UK supplier for the 
Faymonville brand of specialist 
trailers, Traffco will be making its 
first appearance at Vertikal Days and 
will be exhibiting a six axle crane 
ballast trailer from its CargoMAX 
range.

Trimble Lifting Solutions:  
Stand MP23

Trimble Lifting Solutions - 
formerly known as Load Systems 
International - is a manufacturer 
of wireless and cable-based 
technology for crane and lifting 
applications. Wireless safe load 
indicators include load cells, 
anemometers and angle sensors. On 
display will be two newly released 
products, the MBr Series Displays 
and the 8510 rCI/LMI System. The 
MBr Series Displays are used for 
quick, handheld or cab-mounted 
wireless crane monitoring, whilst 
the 8510 rCI/LMI system allows the 
operator to view critical operational 
parameters at-a-glance such as 
engine, transmission, outriggers 
and load geometry data using a full-
colour display.

Trojan Batteries: Stand MP28

See Platinum Batteries

ease of access onto heavy duty 
load spread mats for rubber tracked 
spider chassis platforms and cranes.

Vertikal Press: Marketplace

International specialist publisher 
and provider of information on the 
lifting industry, the company is 
responsible for Cranes & Access 
and Kran & Bühne magazines, the 
online news service and information 
database Vertikal.net, and is also 
the organiser of Vertikal Days and 
other events.

Welex: Stand 503a 

Welex will display its range of 
timber and composite mats for 
crawler cranes and all sizes of 
outriggers for both cranes and 
platforms, as well as for heavy duty 
temporary trackways.  

Welton Media: Stand MP39

Welton Media specialises in using 
video to promote construction 
companies, through product 
demonstrations, site inductions and 
staff training, with a focus on health 
and safety. Ask Welton to see how 
it can assist in brand awareness 
design and improving your company 
website look and performance.

Winlet: Stand 211
See Hird

See Trimble’s MBR 
range for crane and 
lifting applications

TVH UK parts.

See the UniMat pads on stand 500

Visitors to the TVH stand 
will have the chance to win 
this children’s electric Mini.
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